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ABSTRACT
This article presents topological genealogy (TG) as a methodology 
to research transnational digital governance, and particularly how 
digital infrastructures are implicated in enacting such forms of 
governance. Inspired by the field of social topology, TG is centrally 
interested in investigating the conjoined production of digital infra-
structures and present-day education policymaking as governance; 
as well as how both produce, and are produced by, processes of 
flows and change. Notably, the TG methodology helps to disen-
tangle digital governance in, through and as change. Through 
a worked example of the European Commission’s eTwinning plat-
form, the article shows TG in action, and complements the topolo-
gical analysis with methodological foregroundings. These show 
how the methodology impacts as much the fabrication of research 
data and its subsequent analysis as it impacts the doings of the 
researcher.
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Introduction

Policymaking is increasingly stretching beyond, overflowing and flattening the territorial 
borders of the Westphalian nation-state. Once the exclusive affairs of national govern-
ments, policy constellations are now characterized by: relation-forming away from spaces 
defined by national boundaries; the increasing porosity of such boundaries; and an 
accelerating transfer and diffusion of transnational policies beyond and across borders 
(Peck and Theodore 2015; Lewis 2020a). In education policymaking, two developments 
particularly reflect this moving away from the nation-state. First, different intergovern-
mental organizations (IOs), such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) and the European Commission (EC), have expanded the range 
and scope of their policy initiatives in recent decades. In the context of the OECD, one of 
the most salient examples is the Programme for International Student Assessment 
(PISA), which constructs policy spaces with a global ambition, scope, and reach, thereby 
homogenizing educational systems and making them commensurable (Gorur 2017). 
Similarly, the EC has actively deployed education as a ‘European flagship initiative’ 
(European Commission 2014). Through sophisticated apparatuses and practices of soft 
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law (e.g., the Open Method of Coordination), and stressing national autonomy and 
agency (i.e., subsidiarity), we can see the fabrication of a growingly uniform, connected 
and supranational ‘Europe’. This European space is characterized by downgrading 
internal (i.e., national) borders and, simultaneously, reinforcing the external boundaries 
of what Europe is and ought to become (Lawn and Grek 2012; Nóvoa 2013). Taken 
together, these examples exemplify how IOs and their associated programs govern via 
‘acting at a distance’, actively constructing distinct educational spaces beyond those 
confined by national borders (Clarke 2015).

Second, emerging techniques of digital governance are another key manifestation of 
the nation-state being actively transgressed by education policies globally. Digital educa-
tion governance refers to the rise of data-driven styles of governing that infuse education 
and the education policy sector with a broad digital instrumentation (Williamson 2016). 
Such digital instrumentation (comprising, inter alia, digital platforms, websites, software 
packages and apps) helps to bypass the nation-state and governmental processes of 
policymaking by being directly adopted in the classroom, and this without the active 
promotion, curation or control by governments or bureaucracies. Instead of governing 
‘at a distance’, this instrumentation tends to materialize and operationalize ‘up close’ (i.e., 
directly within educational practices themselves), thereby ‘short-circuiting’ traditional 
governing logics (ibid.; Van Dijck, Poell, and De Waal 2018). Growing rapidly in size and 
scope, this instrumentation – and its associated digital technologies (such as learning 
analytics, algorithms and code) – is becoming so intertwined with the educational sector 
that it is increasingly common to conceive of it as an infrastructure, which operates 
beyond traditional governing infrastructures constituted and/or provided by the nation- 
state (Gulson and Sellar 2019; Easterling 2014).

These emerging digital-educational infrastructures – and processes of infrastructur-
ing – are active governing devices with inscribed visions of what good education, teaching 
and learning ought to be. A crucial insight is therefore that digital infrastructures, as 
assemblages of multifarious technologies and instrumentations, do not merely represent 
educational actors (e.g., in the form of digital datasets). Rather, these infrastructures also 
actively change these actors and help bringing them into being (Hartong and Piattoeva 
2021; Jarke and Breiter 2019; Grommé and Ruppert 2019), whereby the act of making 
something or someone representable, observable and governable, ultimately alters the 
one being observed (Williamson 2016, 124; Jensen and Morita 2017; Lawn 2013). Far 
from being static monoliths of neutrally stored information, such infrastructures are 
profoundly relational and in a state of constant change, flux and (re)creation (e.g., 
Decuypere 2021; Piattoeva and Saari 2020; Lewis and Hartong 2021; Kornberger, 
Pflueger, and Mouritsen 2017).

Whereas the upsurge of IOs and digital education governance has received consider-
able separate academic attention, they arguably need to be analyzed conjointly to better 
understand how education policies are overflowing the boundaries of traditional nation- 
states. For instance, we note that IOs are increasingly deploying digital infrastructures in 
the educational field, and that a large share of digital-educational infrastructures operate, 
or aspire to operate, transnationally, rather than being restricted to the nation-state (e.g., 
Decuypere 2016; Williamson 2020). However, the study of digital infrastructures and 
digital infrastructuring as forms of transnational education governance – and vice versa – 
remains an inchoate field. Although academic interest is rising, it still lacks coherent 
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methodological approaches that might scrutinize how such governance is produced and 
the generative effects of this production (for some first attempts, see Decuypere and 
Landri 2021; Lewis 2020b). This nascent field of study can presently be characterized as 
largely consisting of case studies (e.g., of specific website, platform or app interfaces), or 
delineated instances of digital infrastructures that contribute to the transnationalization 
of education governance. As such, some argue the field risks becoming overly descriptive 
and reliant on the (limited) study of what is happening at the digital interface alone, 
thereby neglecting the situated and profoundly processual-relational nature of these 
infrastructures (e.g., Bratton 2015; Piattoeva and Saari 2020).

In response, this paper advances such a processual-relational understanding of digital 
infrastructures and forms of transnational digital education governance as a distinctively 
new approach to governing the educational sector (Williamson 2016). Our specific aim is 
to present a methodology that we call topological genealogy (henceforth TG), or genea-
logies practiced with a topological lens. TG is dedicated to investigating the conjoined 
production of digital infrastructures and present-day policymaking as governance, as 
well as how both produce, and are produced by, processes of flows and change. We start 
this paper with a concise outline of both topological and genealogical thinking, which 
form the theoretical vantage points of our methodology and allow us to disentangle 
transnational digital governance in, through and as change. Consistent with the fluid and 
heterogeneous nature of transnational digital governance and its associated infrastruc-
ture-making, we continue this paper by presenting TG through the analysis of a worked 
example: the EC’s eTwinning platform. We seek not to provide a generic methodological 
‘how-to’ guide but instead show the methodology in action; that is, how TG can be 
concretely deployed (Mol 2002, 152–160). Unfolding how the methodology allows us to 
investigate governance in/through/as change, we complement each analytical section 
with a methodological foregrounding to show how the methodology impacts as much 
the fabrication (rather than ‘collection’) of research data and its subsequent analysis, as 
much as it impacts the researcher.

Outlining a topological genealogy approach

Topological thinking

Topological thinking is centrally interested in change as one of the most central and 
shared conditions of our times, whereby ‘culture is increasingly organized in terms of 
its capacities for change: tendencies for innovation, for inclusion and exclusion, for 
expression, emerge in culture as a field of connectedness, that is, of ordering by 
means of continuity, and not as a structure based on essential properties, such as 
archetypes, values or norms, or regional location’ (Lury, Parisi, and Terranova 2012, 
5). Topology considers relations to be of foremost importance, as these relations allow 
new kinds of connectivity and order, and limits, to emerge (Allen 2016). Moreover, 
topological understandings of space and time are no longer a priori formed, as in 
more traditional understandings of chronological time and Euclidean space. Rather 
than being the objective backdrop against which social life is taking place, topological 
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space and time are relationally constructed, perpetually becoming and a result of 
relation making (Decuypere and Simons 2016; Lewis 2020a). As Martin and Secor 
(2014, 431) stress,

. . . [t]opology does not merely direct us to the (well worn) idea that space emerges from the 
relations between things; it directs us to understand the spatial operation of continuity and 
change, repetition and difference. In other words, topology directs us to consider relation-
ality itself and to question how relations are formed and then endure despite conditions of 
continual change.

Crucially, topological thinking makes a double claim: that we are increasingly living in 
a topological society where movement (as the ordering of continuity) and change (as 
shifting patterns of relations) compose the forms of present-day social practices; and that 
a topological lens is useful to analyze these practices (Lury, Parisi, and Terranova 2012, 
6). In so doing, topological thinking urges a focus on boundaries, connectivities, what is 
interior and exterior to a particular shape, and how complex entangled events emerge. 
Topology is thus attentive to how spatiotemporal scales are not considered as being 
nested in one another (e.g., past-present-future as linearly and chronologically unfolding; 
micro-meso-macro as differing in size and scope), but rather in ‘the agential enfolding of 
different scales through one another' (Barad 2007, 245; emphasis added).

Genealogical-methodological thinking

In the specific context of transnational digital governance, TG first requires attention to 
practices of governance as they are constantly in change. Following Barad (2007, 29), 
attending to practices in change implies to ‘be respectful of the entanglements of ideas 
and other materials’ present in these practices. Rather than (reflexively) pointing out 
similarities and/or differences between one practice (space, event, time) and another, this 
requires coming to an understanding of how those practices (spaces, events, times) are 
made through one another. Hence, investigating digital governing practices in change 
requires analyzing how such practices are produced, as well as how boundaries between 
such practices are a continuous productive enactment, rather than a pre-given ‘domain’ 
to which the analysis would be limited. What is needed, Barad (2007, 29–30) states, are 
methods ‘attuned to the entanglement of the apparatuses of production, [methods] that 
enable (. . .) genealogical analyses of how boundaries are produced rather than presuming 
sets of well-worn binaries in advance’. For Barad, this necessitates entangled genealogies, 
in which the notion of ‘genealogy’ can be understood as a methodological heuristic to 
disentangle these entanglements and, more particularly, what these entanglements then 
delineate and produce precisely. The topological focus of an entangled genealogy, thus, is 
to start in medias res, and see how governing practices unfold through emerging rela-
tions. Taken collectively, such an approach shows the evolving multiplicity of technol-
ogies, instruments and infrastructures, and how such multiplicities actively and 
constitutively include and exclude, thereby figuring the world in distinct ways, assigning 
it a specific shape or giving it a dedicated form (Suchman 2012). Researching transna-
tional digital governance in change, using TG, thus implies inquiring into the various 
ways in which change – and associated processes of stabilization – are being produced, 
enacted, facilitated and sustained by these technologies, instruments and infrastructures.
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Second, TG understands educational practices through the lens of change to disentangle 
how these infrastructures seek to give specific educational practices a designated form. 
Researching education through change is not directed at how practices of governance are 
themselves constantly (de-)forming and taking place, but instead analyzes the productive 
effects of these practices in, and on, the field of education. As argued above, one of the prime 
characteristics of topological thinking is that it constantly scrutinizes how relations are 
producing specific effects. In the field of education, TG is therefore interested in the specific 
educational forms that are being created through practices of digital governance, throughout 
space, throughout time, and through the ongoing development (and sustaining) of digital 
infrastructures (Decuypere and Simons 2020; Gulson and Sellar 2019; Ratner 2019). For 
instance, one could think about schools taking up the relationally enacted form of spatially 
networked learning environments (Lewis 2020b), or one could think about educational 
practices increasingly taking up the form of delineated and temporally demarcated projects 
(Decuypere and Simons 2020; Lewis 2018; Vanden Broeck 2020). Analyzing governance 
through change thus implies that one considers the entangled effects of how educational 
practices are materially and discursively produced (amongst others by digital infrastructures).

Third, TG examines education and education governance as change to scrutinize the 
alleged ‘becoming topological’ of educational practices constructed in and through transna-
tional education governance practices. Analyzing governance as change implies that one 
takes the entire educational-infrastructural assemblage as a ‘unit of analysis,’ and investi-
gates whether or not (or to what extent) such policy assemblages are emblematic of broader 
shifts towards a becoming topological of culture (Lury, Parisi, and Terranova 2012), and of 
the educational field in particular (see also Lewis 2020a; Thompson and Cook 2015).

Collectively, TG adopts this tripartite focus (in/through/as change) in its empirical and 
methodological endeavors. It is important to stress that the purpose of this tripartite focus is 
analytical, rather than making ontological or epistemological claims: for analytical pur-
poses, we distinguish between in, through, and as change, even though they should be 
conceived as all being part of the same relational governing plane. Likewise, we would stress 
that TG enables us to operate within the field of transnational digital governance, rather 
than ‘observing’ or ‘watching over’ the field (Lury, Tironi, and Bernasconi 2020). More 
particularly, TG as a methodology is developed to ‘better “fit” the nature of the subject 
studied and to simultaneously acknowledge the conditions within which the research is 
conducted’ (Piattoeva and Saari 2020, 4; equally Decuypere 2021). It is dedicated to 
investigating the conjoined production of digital infrastructures and present-day policy-
making as governance, as well as how both produce and are produced by processes of flows, 
flux and change. As a methodological approach, TG thus deviates from a more historical 
(archetypically Foucauldian) understanding of ‘genealogy’ as an excavation of the condi-
tions of possibility – a history of the present – that seeks to understand those elements of 
which we feel they are ‘without history’ (Foucault 1980, 139). Instead, and as argued, TG is 
interested in ‘the middle’, and in how this relational middle is shaped by – and, at the same 
time, shapes – past, present and future spatiotemporal ideas, rationales and configurations 
(Barad 2007; Lury 2012). We will now do exactly this by presenting (parts of) an (as-yet- 
unfinished) topological genealogy of the EC’s eTwinning platform.
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eTwinning: a prototype of transnational digital governance

eTwinning is the largest community for schools in Europe. . . . Offering a safe online 
environment for cross-border education projects, eTwinning provides schools with easily 
accessible tools to enhance their digital learning offer and to support intercultural and cross- 
border contacts between teachers and pupils. Mainstreaming its use in all schools in Europe 
can help to boost digital competences and open up classrooms (European Commission 
2017a, 6).

Even though the act of twinning schools has a long lineage and is thus not distinctively 
new, twinning schools digitally is a relatively new phenomenon. The eTwinning platform 
was first launched in 2005. It pre-
sently receives €13 million a year 
from the EC to reach over 800,000 
teachers and 200,000 schools 
(eTwinning n.d.), reportedly 
‘connect[ing] more than half of the 
schools in Europe’ as one of the most 
enduring, successful and continuous 
educational initiatives the EC has 
ever undertaken (European 
Commission 2017). eTwinning 
incorporates a broad range of 
‘eTwinning countries’ (which are 

Table 1. The borderlands and hinterlands of ‘eTwinning Europe’. Note that the six categories are not 
our own categorisation but are instead derived from the eTwinning documents.1

Category Countries
eTwinning participation 

status

EU member states 27 European Union countries (EU-27) All eTwinning
European Free Trade Association  
and  
European Economic Area (EFTA- 
EEA) countries

Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway All eTwinning

European Free Trade Association countries  
(non-EEA)

Switzerland No

EU candidate countries Albania, North Macedonia,  
Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey

Montenegro: No 
All others: eTwinning

Potential EU candidate countries Bosnia and Herzegovina,  
Kosovo

Bosnia and Herzegovina:  
eTwinning 
Kosovo: No

Non-EU countries covered by the European  
Neighbourhood Policy (ENP)

ENP East: Armenia,  
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia,  
Moldova, the Ukraine  

ENP South: Algeria,  
Morocco, Egypt, Israel,  
Jordan, the Lebanon, Libya, State of Palestine,  
Syria, Tunisia

Belarus: No 
All other ENP East: 
eTwinning  
plus  

Jordan, The Lebanon,  
Tunisia:  
eTwinning plus 
All other ENP South: No

36 eTwinning countries; ‘core Europe’
8 eTwinning plus countries; ‘Non-core Europe’

Figure 1. The borderlands and hinterlands of 'eTwinning 
Europe' as displayed on the homepage of the platform, 
www.etwinning.net 
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most, but not all, Member States of the EU – see Table 1) and eight more neighbouring 
‘eTwinning-plus countries’ (see Figure 1).

This concise overview shows that eTwinning is a prototype of transnational digital 
education governance, whereby schools all over Europe are potentially connected with 
each other via a digital platform. It is a digital infrastructure initiated by the European 
Commission, funded by a European program, designed for European schools, and has 
over time come to include ‘neighboring countries’. eTwinning is explicitly intended to 
catalyze digital competence development in schools by fostering, sustaining and facil-
itating intercultural cooperation between participating schools.

A prelude to foregrounding the methodological gaze

And now, in a methodological and stylistic departure, we consider the broader methodo-
logical implications of TG. In this effort, we situate ourselves alongside similar recent 
attempts to emphasize methodological thinking as a central concern for critical policy 
research (for instance, see Savage 2013; Piattoeva and Saari 2020; Gorur, Sellar, and 

Steiner-Khamsi 2019). We do this foregrounding – represented here by the use of italicized 
and right-aligned text – after each respective analytical section (i.e., in, through and as 

change) to demonstrate how TG is not merely a framework for extracting meaning from 
data or presenting analyses after the fact. Rather, if methods and analyses are mutually 

derived from one another, adopting a TG approach will necessarily inform post hoc 
analyses and the dispositions and practices of the researcher, even before such data are even 

collected.
At the heart of TG is a two-fold methodological concern: i) determining what adopting 

a topological approach means for the research being conducted and, relatedly, ii) what this 
means for the researcher conducting this research. Just as we have outlined a different 

analytical gaze for each of the analytical dimensions of TG (i.e., in, through and as change), 
so too are different methodological gazes required by the researcher. To this end, we 

foreground a series of methodological vignettes on how we actually deployed the metho-
dology, providing an exegesis for what we, with policy documents and websites, associated 
with eTwinning, as well as noting the effects of ‘what we did’ on ourselves as researchers. 

We hope to provide methodological insights into what is going on ‘off the page’ – the messy, 
contingent and contextually driven manner by which we have practiced TG.

Instead of suggesting a prescriptive quality, our methodological foregroundings show 
that topological analyses do not just happen by themselves but result from researchers 

making specific and theoretically informed, if not always entirely conscious, decisions at 
specific times and places. As we have noted elsewhere, concepts such as topology or 

mobility should always extend well beyond a useful, albeit tokenistic, set of dynamic 
metaphors (flowing, transferring, moving, mutating) of space and time (see Lewis 2020c; 

Decuypere 2021). We should not see TG as a set of tropes to superimpose upon our 
analyses, but rather as the means of (re)thinking what is research-able in the first place, 
as well as directly informing how, and to what end, we might conduct these analyses. Put 
differently, we wish to clearly show that TG is no conceptual sophistry but instead does 

something, existing methodologically via a series of explicit research(er) actions and 
dispositions.
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Governance in change: constituting Europe(s)

As the first part of our tripartite TG approach to understanding digital governance, 
governance in change explores how given digi-
tal infrastructures are productive of Europe(an 
space). After Suchman (2012), we see these 
processes as ‘figuring’ the world in a dynamic 
and unfolding manner, with ‘Europe’ emerging 
through a constantly evolving process of topo-
logical assemblage (see Figure 2a). Put differ-
ently, our concern with this first element of TG 
is processual: how the features and practices of 
eTwinning help shape what is understood as 
Europe via a multiplicity of technologies, 
instruments and infrastructures, and how 
such multiplicities actively include and 
exclude. We understand infrastructure here as 
both a connective tissue and as a means of 
constituting (political) space and time (Opitz 
and Tellmann 2015). Technological connectivity (i.e., the connectivity afforded by the 
digital infrastructure) is hereby linked to a notion of political space to create and sustain, 
and perhaps even extend, a ‘common’ political collective such as Europe. Such collectives 
are no organic, a priori, communities but are synthetic, constructed in and through 
a specific time and enabled through the connecting infrastructure. The processual nature 
of technical infrastructuring through eTwinning is thus an ongoing process of (re) 
assembling and (re)defining the collective spatially – what we would describe as the 
unfolding of Europe within the political spaces enabled by eTwinning.

When considering Europe as an ‘infrastructural collectivity’ (Opitz and Tellmann 
2015, 172), what emerges is a European space 
and time constantly (re)formed and (re)bor-
dered, where borderland becomes hinterland 
(and, potentially, vice versa – e.g., Brexit). 
Thus, eTwinning is not just a connective infra-
structure to operate within Europe, but rather 
the means to define and delineate where, what 
and whom is Europe(an). In other words, the 
constitutive role of eTwinning is as much out-
ward bound (i.e., centrifugal, expansionary, 
including new spaces) as it is inward bound 
(i.e., centripetal, consolidatory, reinforcing 
existing spaces) (Figure 2b). Because Europe 
is ‘always becoming’ as part of an unresolved 
project, eTwinning provides a highly specific 

means for Europe to ‘unfold’ as envisioned by the EC. We readily acknowledge the 
historical role of connectivity as an enabler of a sense of national and European com-
munity and belonging, forged discursively and materially through monuments, 
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highways, linguistics, standardised units and measures, etc. (Anderson (1991). Yet, as 
Galli (2010, 62; emphasis added) notes, technology such as eTwinning has become the 
‘indispensable condition for the creation, formation and inhabitability of modern political 
space’, whereby a space of technological connectivity helps to cohere and sustain specific 
forms of European space(s) and time(s).

Importantly, through eTwinning, the EC can build infrastructural connectivity without 
there being a clearly prescribed or pre-existing 
geographical ‘European’ space. Next to the 
topographical inclusion of European countries 
that belong to the EU and the centripetal inclu-
sion of countries that are not part of the EU 
(Lacey 2017 – equally, Table 1 and Figure 2 b), 
and emblematic of the processes associated with 
governance in change, we can also see the spa-
tial embedding of certain territories/countries 
beyond the eTwinning community. This is 
especially the case with eTwinning-plus coun-
tries, as well as the extra-European outermost 
regions that are non-contiguous with other 
eTwinning countries. Arguably, we can see the 
‘splintering effects’ (Opitz and Tellmann 2015, 

184) of the eTwinning platform infrastructure, whereby topographical/territorial contiguity 
is overcome by topological connectivity and osmosis (Figure 2c). Such infrastructures and 
infrastructuring are critical to European ontology; that is, where, what and whom are at once 
considered and constructed as Europe and European (Opitz and Tellmann 2015). These 
processes – centrifugalism; centripetalism; osmosis – all occur through eTwinning: the 
notion that Europe needs to constantly expand and ‘Europeanize’ to prevent itself from 
becoming ‘spatially saturated’ (ibid.:183), and the use of education as a flagship initiative to 
do so (see above). Expansion is thus necessary to demonstrate the vitality and vibrancy of the 
project, both to other prospective countries and current member countries.

Arguably, neighboring countries are then encouraged to be ‘more like Europe’ via 
eTwinning-plus, but yet will never be entirely 
like the core of Europe (in a double process of 
un- and enfolding – see Figure 2d). The par-
ticipating countries and teachers in 
eTwinning-plus are thus, on the one hand, 
figured as ‘exceptional’ actors, distinguished 
from the broader community of peripheral 
countries that border Europe. On the other 
hand, they are clearly distinguished from the 
core ‘European’ countries and teachers who 
participate in eTwinning (rather than 
eTwinning-plus) (Figures 2b-d). Moreover, 
even while connections between European 
hinterlands and borderlands might well be 
understood as a means of inclusion, we 
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would also argue that the presence of such borderlands can also reify the importance 
of traditional borders. As Billé (2018) tellingly notes, ‘[t]he more we focus on cross- 
linkages, the more we foreground hybridity, the more we reify that [pre-existing] line’. 
In this sense, eTwinning-plus countries are governed as being from the European 
neighborhood but not being of this neighborhood (see Arendt 2017). While 
eTwinning-plus countries might well emulate some core European tendencies and 
practices, eTwinning positions them as facing an insurmountable divide, demon-
strated by the fact that they can only ever (to the best of our knowledge) participate 
in eTwinning-plus as neighboring countries. They cannot ever cease to be from these 
European borderlands, and the ongoing presence of these borders (political, spatial, 
social) remains entrenched by the continuing presence of two eTwinnings: one for 
those within, and one for those without.

Methodological foregroundings: part I

As noted earlier, these foregroundings demonstrate the inseparable link between 
analysis and methodology, as well as highlighting the ‘mundane’ practices through 

which we translate theory into research. After presenting our analyses on governance 
in change, what precisely does a researcher do to research governance in change? In 

this first foregrounding, we explicate the practices and methodological sensibilities 
adopted to actively construct and analyze governance in change. First, a concern for 

governance in change is not about eTwinning per se, but it is more about the 
where(s), when(s) and whom(s) of Europe that have been made operational via 

eTwinning (i.e., governance practices). This methodological approach presents some-
thing of an inverted analytical gaze: rather than being concerned with how the 

European Commission constructs a platform such as eTwinning, we have sought to do 
the opposite, using eTwinning as a lens through which to observe the construction of 
Europe(s). This is a significant methodological departure from how one might usually 
attempt to apprehend what Europe(an space) is, with the digital platform being the 
means to view the construction and infrastructuralisation of Europe, instead of vice 

versa. If our analytical purpose is delineating the coming into being of various 
‘Europes’ and how these change in space and time, then our methodological purpose is 

concerned with the processes that give shape to these figures. In other words, oper-
ationalizing governance in change requires an attention to the varied and varying 

borders of Europe (e.g., geographic, political, cultural . . .) and especially the processes 
of (re-)bordering that seek to include and exclude notions of Europe and European- 

ness (Romito, Gonçalves, and Antonietta 2020; Aradau, Huysmans, and Squire 2010; 
van de Oudeweetering and Decuypere forthcoming; Salajan 2019).

While it is expressly not concerned with educational forms (this will be the 
substantive focus of the next section, governance through change), what we are 

seeking, in effect, are the ecological conditions that will subsequently give rise to 
different educational forms. To employ a metaphor adapted from Lury’s (2012) notion 
of amphibious sociology, our interest at this stage is the broader ecological relations 

that will help to shape – or give dedicated form to – the sorts and types of educational 
actors that will inhabit these spaces. Importantly, this is not to suggest a deterministic 

or straight-forward causal relationship, in which certain ‘ecological’ conditions (i.e., 
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spatio-temporal and bordering processes) need to give rise to particular educational 
forms. However, it does suggest a methodological sensibility that is concerned with 
first understanding the spatial-temporal ecologies and relational processes in which 

Europe, and European-ness, are constantly being (re)formed, and foregrounding these 
when it comes to understanding the potential educational forms that might emerge 

therein.
Specifically, we first collected all available documents associated with the eTwinning 
platform, using the search function embedded in the ‘Publications’ page of the EC 

(https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications_en). These documents were saved into 
a OneNote database to create a ‘research infrastructure’ out of this data infrastruc-

ture, which was then tabulated and annotated through reference to particular EC 
policies, nation-state responses to these policies, and notions of (re-)bordering of 

Europe. We especially paid attention to spatial constructions of Europe over time, how 
this translated into an ongoing (re-)bordering of Europe and how, in turn, this 

produced new understandings of who and what are included and excluded from such 
spaces. Afterwards, we made tables and figures, concurrently with our own making 
sense of ‘what was going on in the data’, and this is what we used to ‘analyze’ the 

governance spaces emerging in change. This making sense was partly done by means 
of ‘writing accounts’, as much as it was with keeping the relationality and connectivity 

of database one (i.e., the European Commission online archive) and database two 
(i.e., our research database, or ‘database of the database’) firmly in mind. An 

analytical focus on borders and (re-)bordering processes therefore first requires, in 
a way, a methodological focus on the borders of one’s own database(s).

Governance through change: new educational relations and forms

The second facet of our TG approach is concerned with governance through change; 
that is, the new educational forms made possible via eTwinning, as well as the 
relations that are constitutive of and constituted by the emergence of these forms. 
The focus of researching through change is not directed at how practices of 
governance are themselves constantly (re)forming and taking place, but is instead 
concerned with analyzing the productive effects of these practices in and on the field 
of education via the constitution of new specific educational forms. Within the 
broader infrastructural space of Europe, schools linked by eTwinning are arguably 
situated in ways that are both topographical and topological. On the one hand, these 
schools exist within defined borders and state-centric territories (i.e., in countries 
and subnational polities; at defined spatial coordinates). On the other, they are 
present within topological spaces that are forged by the very relations that 
eTwinning makes possible, irrespective of their more territorially oriented locations. 
It is this second spatial quality, derived from schools being situated relationally 
within a topological Europe, that is our primary consideration here, at least regard-
ing the new educational forms made possible by the emergent topological European 
space(s).

As part of the eTwinning community, participating schools are electronically linked 
with other schools from all over a Europe that is constantly unfolding itself and enfolding 
other spaces (see Figure 2d). Such eTwinning schools are from what we have described as 
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the hinterlands and borderlands of eTwinning 
Europe (see Table 1), including both EU mem-
bers and European Free Trade Association 
(EFTA) states – what might be considered the 
political and geographical ‘core’ of Europe – 
alongside current and future EU candidate 
countries and European Neighbourhood 
Policy countries, which exist more peripher-
ally. However, what matters most is not pre-
cisely where a school may be (topographically) 
located. Rather, the primary concern of the 
school as an educational form is relational: 
that it can topologically connect and be con-
nected via eTwinning to other schools, irre-
spective of location (see Figure 3a). The 
geographic coordinates of a school are thus superseded by the availability, intensity 
and extensity of its connections to other schools and, importantly, the EC as the 
administering body of eTwinning. Indeed, the only geographic characteristic that argu-
ably retains saliency is whether a school is located in the European hinterland or 
borderland, and thus whether a school is eligible for eTwinning or eTwinning-plus, 
respectively. Beyond these distinctions, all participating schools exist within the diffuse 
and liquid infrastructural space afforded by eTwinning, thereby eliding the innate 
qualities of the schools (and, for that matter, countries) within this space. In this respect, 
we see extremely useful resonances with the notion of topological governance (see Allen 
2016; Prince 2017), whereby governing relations serve to constitute the very spaces 
within which governance can be exercised and, in turn, generate effects for those being 
governed and governing.

Beyond foregrounding the connectivity of and between schools, the topological policy 
spaces made possible through eTwinning also facilitate the virtual mobility of the 
European educational form itself. Mobility is arguably a central motivation of the 
eTwinning initiative, aligning with long-standing desires to fostering a shared sense of 
‘European-ness’ amongst students and citizens, regardless of where they originate or to 
where they travel (Banjac and Pušnik 2015; Savvides 2006; Tahirsylaj 2020). While this 
mobility was traditionally more inclined to be physical in nature (i.e., in-person travel or 
student exchanges), the technological connections enabled by eTwinning have more 
recently allowed for a decidedly more virtual experience. More than a decade ago, the 
European Commission (2009b, 18) noted that ‘virtual mobility . . . is often a catalyst for 
embarking on a period of physical mobility’, and that ‘electronic twinning [eTwinning] 
can enhance the quality of mobility initiatives’. Earlier iterations of eTwinning thus 
positioned the virtual as subsidiary to the physical, which undoubtedly reflected the 
relative availability and capacity of technology - the mobility in question was arguably 
limited to that of the student.

However, this mobility is now no longer only embodied in students (physical or 
virtual) but is instead captured in the virtual mobility of the European educational 
form itself. Put differently, while students and citizens are still entirely capable of both 
physical and virtual movement, we see the idealized European educational form – where 
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connection is the definitional quality – as the most indicative element that moves via the 
eTwinning infrastructure (see Figure 3b). This very much reflects an inversion of what 
moves: it is not the pupils and schools who move, but the ideas and ideals of European 
education that most freely and influentially travel throughout the topological space of 
Europe. Beyond the unfolding of Europe as described previously (see Figure 2d) and an 
expansion to the geographic space of Europe, we would also emphasize the virtual 

mobility of an idealized European educational 
form that suffuses throughout the spaces 
enabled by the eTwinning infrastructure. 
Rather than requiring the movement of stu-
dents throughout Europe, virtual mobility 
brings this European notion of education 
directly to schools and classrooms, regardless 
of where they might be located in ‘Europe’.

It is interesting to note that eTwinning was 
originally considered as being part of the 
‘mobility leg’ of the educational programs 
developed by the EC. More recently, the 
aspirational horizon became fully situated in 
the ambition to foster virtual mobility, which 
seeks to ‘equip Europe with the skills needed 
for the future’, as well as ‘make youth mobility 

the rule, rather than the exception (European Commission 2009, 21). Spatially, this 
emphasizes different sorts of educational forms and associated mobilities, both virtual 
and physical. As such, it inaugurates different versions of Europe, as well as different 
versions of what it means to be embedded and travel within these European spaces, 
drastically reforming the ontology of what and how one can ‘be European’. Whereas 
there was previously a stronger distinction between virtual and physical forms of 
presence and mobility, more recent documents have elided these differences and now 
more generally reference ‘mobility’, with both forms becoming indistinguishable in the 
documents. It therefore does not matter how you move anymore; rather, the only thing 
that matters is that you move (see also Decuypere and Simons 2020).

Methodological foregroundings: part II

After the (re-)bordering processes that have given rise to certain European spaces, the next 
focus of TG was governance through change. This entailed attending to the effects of the 

preceding figuring of European space, including the educational forms that are embedded 
in these emergent spaces and, in turn, how these educational forms themselves are 

constantly undergoing topological processes of deformation in response to their context. 
Returning to the previously introduced ecological imagery of Lury (2012), these educational 
forms are considered here as the ‘organisms’ that emerge from the prevailing ‘ecological’ (or 

contextual) conditions.
In a methodological sense, the focus of researching governance through change is then 

not so much directed at how governing spaces are themselves constantly (re-)forming and 
taking place, but is instead concerned with analyzing the productive effects of these 
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practices in and on the field of education. This stage of topological genealogy is specifically 
practiced by looking for new educational forms within the spaces forged by the (re-) 

bordering of educational forms, as well as how these forms are contextually situated in the 
changing European spaces.

For us, researching governance through change again required working with our 
database of databases; that is, our own actively constructed OneNote database of the EC 

online archive of relevant eTwinning documents. However, our attention this time was 
directed towards the specific examples of education practices represented in the EC policy 

documents, and especially how these educational forms can be directly linked to certain 
spatial renderings of Europe. We repeated many of the concrete (one might say mundane) 
steps undertaken in stage one; for instance, annotating the database to highlight particular 
educational forms, writing accounts, relating educational practices to certain spatializing 

policies, etc. These educational forms ranged from specific accounts of policies and pro-
grams intended to support the development and maintenance of the eTwinning infra-
structure (e.g., Erasmus+); to retrospective evaluations reported to the EC or member 

states; to discussions concerning the role of education to broader EC goals for European 
education. Importantly, we sought to distinguish between the educational forms made 

possible by the respatialization of Europe wrought through eTwinning (i.e., the effects of 
governance in change) that were our primary focus, and the educational forms preceding 
eTwinning, which were not. The linearity of the methodological gaze required in govern-

ance in change to governance through change is not to reify an artificial sense of causality or 
order. Nevertheless, it does force us - as researchers using TG - to concede that an under-
standing of the ecological conditions is necessary before one can begin to consider the effects 
of those conditions, especially as these are undergoing constant deformation and change.

In addition, we note that a focus on form, as suggested here, also implies some sort of 
‘interpretive act’ on the part of the qualitative researcher (see Peshkin 2000). Such inter-

pretive acts – what Barad (2007) would designate as ‘agential cuts’ – should not be read as 
an open license or ‘anything goes’. It is rather about creating concrete anchor points, and 
thereby acknowledging that interpretation is a constant act of both imagination and logic 
(Peshkin 2000, 9). This allows one to see something other than the mere reaffirming of one's 
own framework, while retaining the conceptual and analytical utility of (in our case) TG. In 
so doing, we help disentangling the problematics of our research and recognize our own role 
in making concrete decisions, even if we may not know in advance where those decisions 

will lead.

Governance as change: the becoming topological of Europe

The final dimension of our analysis concerns the combined effects of emergent Europe 
(an spaces) (i.e., governance in change) and educational forms (governance through 
change) on Europe itself, in order to gauge if and how eTwinning helps constituting the 
becoming topological of Europe. These topological relations constitute policy spaces and, 
in turn, new educational forms that are virtually mobile throughout the topological 
eTwinning infrastructure, and it is the enduring connectedness of education via 
eTwinning that makes this present iteration unique from earlier European educational 
forms (e.g., Grundtvig, Comenius, Da Vinci). However, these connections do not only 
exist and function between participating schools within an education policy space. We 
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can instead see instances where the infrastructural space enabled by eTwinning has 
begun to merge multiple policy domains other than education, with these topological 
connections then overflowing across previously firm boundaries, such as security, citi-
zenship and trade (see Figure 4a).

For instance, eTwinning is positioned as central to countering the radicalization of 
students via a so called ‘additional action’, in 
which ‘the potential of eTwinning will be fully 
exploited with a greater focus on themes 
linked to citizenship with the objective of 
empowering teachers to become active agents 
for a more inclusive and democratic educa-
tion’ (European Commission 2017b, 8–9). 
Similarly, we can see the infrastructural space 
and relations of eTwinning expanding beyond 
education to also include trade via the Euro- 
Mediterranean Partnership. This initiative 
seeks to extend ‘further eTwinning-plus net-
works to selected countries of the EU’s neigh-
borhood. The eTwinning-plus tool . . . will be 
further extended to other countries of the 

Euro-Mediterranean Partnership’ (European Commission 2017b, 13). While the Euro- 
Mediterranean Partnership is ostensibly a trade agreement, it is significant to note the use 
of eTwinning to achieve complementary policy purposes. Rather than suggest eTwinning 
is being employed in distinct policy domains that retain their own identity and purpose, 
we would argue instead that these developments reflect the topological blending of policy 
domains through the connections afforded by eTwinning. As education osmoses into 
other cognate policy domains (e.g., security, trade, citizenship), these domains are no 
longer distinct, instead existing and made possible as idealized European forms – that is, 
as connected and able to connect within a topological European space. Such a ‘becoming 
topological’ of education necessarily implies that education infuses, and becomes infused 
with, other policy domains until their distinctions become more indistinct. In other 
words, governing European education cannot be done anymore as an independent 
activity without also, at the same time, governing other overlapping policy domains 
whose definitional quality is being inseparably connected.

While there is a collapsing of policy domains into a more fluid grouping of over-
lapping policies and practices, it is important not to generalise that all such topographical 
territories or demarcations entirely cease to exist in a topological rendering of Europe 
and European education (Allen, 2016; Lewis 2020c). One such instance of this persistence 
is related to the issue of subsidiarity within the EU. Here, certain responsibilities 
(including education) remain under the authority of the individual Member States and 
the EC cannot centrally compel compliance (European Commission 2017a, 3–4), creat-
ing a situation whereby the Member States and the EU are mutually dependent (see also 
Decuypere and Landri 2021).
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Despite being a European initiative that is directed by the EC, eTwinning remains 
heavily reliant on the support services of the 
various participating states for both 
eTwinning and eTwinning-plus. Although 
this aligns with the principle of subsidiarity, 
it is nonetheless remarkable how the coordi-
nation of eTwinning is, to a certain extent, in 
the hands of Europe (via the Central Support 
Service and support of the EC), but the prac-
tical ‘roll-out’ is entirely dependent on how 
individual countries engage with the pro-
gram. One could thus argue that there is no 
Europe without its specific countries, and 
vice versa: there are no specific countries 
without a Europe that reinstates (and reifies) 
the differences between them (see Figure 4 
b). Even further, this displays the (topogra-
phical) infrastructure that needs to be put in place in order to make the (topological) 
circulation of students, projects, and ideas on the platform itself, possible. This 
suggests, we would argue, that the topological needs to be actioned and enacted 
through the topographical, insofar as Europe can only exist through the cooperation 
and even co-option of the nation-state and EU Member Nations. And, although the EC 
cannot compel adherence to voluntary measures like eTwinning, it can encourage 
adherence via discursive and material (e.g., financial) incentives. As such, we would 
emphasise that the becoming topological of Europe can only occur by the retention, to 
a greater or lesser degree, of the topographical (see also Hartong and Piattoeva 2021; 
Lewis 2020a).

Methodological foregroundings: Part III

Finally, after attending to governance in and through change, the last focus of our 
methodological gaze has been governance as change. We should re-emphasise that the 

three moments of TG (in/through/as change) are not positioned on different hierarchies 
or relational planes, but rather exist as multiple (and non-linear) temporalities (see 

Lingard 2021). Extending from the processes that gave rise to certain spatializations and 
(re-)borderings of Europe (‘the ecology’) and the resulting educational forms (‘organisms’) 
that are shaped by these changing contexts, our purpose here is addressing what might be 
described as the ‘second-order’ cascade of effects. To return once more to our ecological 
metaphor, these second-order effects might be considered as something akin to anthro-

pogenic global warming, insofar as these educational forms are first shaped by their 
ecology but then, in turn, (re)shape their environment themselves. One then needs to 
consider how these educational forms might change European spatiality, and then – 
finally – how these new spaces and their educational forms can inform subsequently 
emergent educational forms. For instance, while the spatial figurings of Europe have 
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arguably made certain educational forms possible, the effects of these educational forms 
will also help to deform Europe(s), not to mention the educational forms that are 

subsequently possible.
To specifically address governance as change, or the ‘effects’ of effects, we yet again 

turned to our database of databases. As previously, the concrete steps taken were based 
on earlier annotations and written accounts of EC policy documents that suggested both 
the factors that brought forth certain constructions of Europe(an space) and, in turn, the 
types of educational forms that these spaces enabled. However, we then also considered 

how these processes were themselves instrumental in reshaping what emerged. For 
instance, did certain eTwinning relationships and practices associated with education 

make other practices possible in putatively unrelated policy domains (e.g., education and 
security)? Or, how did the (re-)bordering made possible by eTwinning, with certain new 

countries and regions included or excluded from ‘Europe’, enable subsequent regional 
groupings or collectives? These examples are by no means exhaustive, but they do 

demonstrate our underlying methodological logic regarding the effects of ‘effects’. We 
would thus argue that TG urges researchers to apprehend the case (in this instance, 

eTwinning) via such a double movement: i) the educational form and the ecology in 
which it is embedded and from which it emerged, and ii) the likely and unlikely spatial 

and temporal effects of this form.
This methodological sensibility then engages with topology not only as a relational 

understanding of space but also, critically, as a relational understanding of time (see also 
Decuypere and Vanden Broeck 2020; Lingard 2021). If we situate TG with the broader 

becoming topological of culture (Lury, Parisi, and Terranova 2012), ‘becoming’ is then very 
much our foregrounded matter of concern. No longer are we solely looking to linear 

conceptions of past to explain the present, but rather we are now equally concerned with 
how past and present (re-)bordering processes and forms will likely shape what might 

subsequently emerge (see also Lewis 2018; Decuypere and Simons 2020). This is an explicit 
shift in researcher sensibility and disposition, and a reorienting of what researchers of 

digital infrastructures might be attuned to research. The inclusion of multiple temporalities 
and a related researcher disposition very much aligns with the topological thinking of TG: if 

things are constantly in change and in states of deformation, and these processes will 
themselves yield further change, then we can only ever be in the middle of things (and 

times). Or, perhaps more accurately, the methodological repercussions are that we are now 
always in the middle(s), somewhere (or sometime) between observable educational forms, 

and yet looking beyond to new subsequent effects that these current educational forms 
might well yield. And it is towards embracing this very sense of being ‘in the middle’, via our 

TG methodology, that we finally turn our attention.

Concluding thoughts

The implication (. . .) is that (. . .) live methods must be satisfied with an engagement with 
relations and with parts, with differentiation, and be involved in making middles, in dividing 
without end(s), in mingling, bundling and coming together. The objects of such methods – 
being live – are without unity, un-whole-some; put another way, they are partial un- 
divisible, distributed and distributing. (Lury 2012, 191)
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The argument presented in this quote is one of the perennial considerations that develops 
from employing topologically informed analytics: how to develop methods that begin, 
and which require the researcher to be, in medias res; that is, ‘in the middle of things’ (cf. 
Piattoeva and Saari 2020)? We reiterate that the benefits of TG, and its unique contribu-
tion, are directly responding to the limitations of addressing the education work of IOs 
and digital education governance separately, rather than (with TG) seeing these processes 
conjointly. Applying this approach to our investigation of eTwinning and our develop-
ment of TG, this article was centrally concerned with how different spaces and times are 
a posteriori constituted through being enfolded within the infrastructure, rather than the 
infrastructure emerging from the a priori (trans)national space. If we consider 
eTwinning, via TG, in terms of (re)creating Europe, we would argue, after Lury (2012, 
186), that ‘it coordinates an active surface of coordinatization. [It is] endowed with 
capacities to act, to see, in a space that is not given, but is brought into existence 
continuously and simultaneously with the objects it “sees” or produces. Indeed, it is 
the continual re-making of relations in a surface of coordinatization’.

TG is informed by broader strands of thinking in contemporary social theory that 
stress the importance of meticulously disentangling relations, networks, (dis)continu-
ities, time and space to better understand the dynamic, and constantly unfolding, 
character of transnational digital governance (e.g., Allen 2016; Bratton 2015; Prince 
2017). However, these theoretical lenses have not, admittedly, always been accompanied 
by correspondingly appropriate research methods. While the so-called ‘deluge’ of digital 
data has been the topic of fervent theoretical discussion for decades (e.g., Castells 1996; 
Ruppert, Law, and Savage 2013; Thrift 2005; M. Savage and Burrows 2007), the metho-
dological response of social science research has been somewhat limited (see Ruppert, 
Law, and Savage 2013). It has been argued that digital research methods often neglect to 
proffer avenues beyond description alone (Marres 2012; Lury 2012; Piattoeva and Saari 
2020; Michael 2012); or, that the prevalence of digital data is too readily equated with 
their potential relevance (Uprichard 2012). Ultimately, this risks research becoming 
overly reliant on a-historical and piecemeal descriptions of the myriad platforms and 
infrastructures that generate, collate and calculate our digital transactions, while neglect-
ing the situated, contingent, processual and topological nature of these infrastructures 
(Decuypere, Grimaldi, and Landri 2021).

It is important to acknowledge in this respect that TG is a methodology situated in the 
broad field of relational thinking, and we have developed it to directly counter some of 
these critiques. In trying to counter those critiques, as a methodology TG allows to 
meticulously research the increasingly intersecting processes of transnational and digital 
education governance. Like any methodology that opens up avenues to see particular 
things well and clearer than before, this equally implies a firm understanding of what the 
methodology developed here does not allow to see clearly, such as an exclusive focus on 
individual perceptions, experiences, and subjectivities induced. By designating TG as 
methodology, we furthermore explicitly refrain from calling it method. Whereas ‘method’ 
suggests a more proceduralized way of knowing, ‘methodologies’ highlight the impor-
tance of theory in determining what counts as problems, as well as what ‘proper’ 
solutions might be to these problems. As such, we consider methodologies as practices 
that are co-constitutive of the settings of which they inquire (Decuypere 2021; Lewis 
2020c; Lury, Tironi, and Bernasconi 2020; Law 2004). The experimental nature of this 
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paper, which incorporates a constant oscillating between analytical parts and methodo-
logical foregroundings, in that sense tries to make clear how methodology and analysis 
are co-implicating one another and how methodologies are not to be thought of as 
something to (only) engage with before the actual analysis takes the start.

In sum, applying TG requires our constant attention to the shifting matter at hand, of 
the middle(s) that constantly emerge and re-emerge. Put differently, we see the necessity 
of explicitly acknowledging how data infrastructures and infrastructuring processes come 
to not only typify contemporary governing spaces, but how they are indeed the means by 
which these spaces (and times) are given form and function. As Lury (2012, 193) notes, 
when researching from and through the middle, ontology and epistemology are ‘col-
lapsed in an approach that enables categories and scales to be mutually adjusted to 
a problem that itself only emerges through the continuous application of method, process 
and feedback’ (see also Decuypere 2021). This is, arguably, less the case of a prefigured 
space – in our instance, the European Union and Europe – being the means by which an 
infrastructure (eTwinning) unfolds; rather, we see that Europe (or, at least, a particular 
version of Europe) is instead being enfolded within and given shape through these 
infrastructures. In this respect, the ‘middle’ of the Europe(s) created via eTwinning is 
indiscernible from any vantage point outside the infrastructure. From our perspective, 
any attempt to understand a data infrastructure or platform as a means of (transnational) 
education governance thus requires one to begin ‘in the middle’. This article has 
introduced TG as one way of doing so.

Note

1. These countries, as well as their respective EU and eTwinning status, are current as of 
January 2021.
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